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What is meant by scan convg$ion in Computer graphics?

What are the differences between rsster scatr display & random scan display?

Detive the necessary equations to generate Bresenham's circle algorithm.

Write the Bresenham's circle algorithm.

Get all the pixel co-ordinates to dravr' a circlo of mdius r =10 with center (0, 0). (Apply

fhis algorithm)

Plot a1l the pixel co-ordinates to draw this complete oircle.

The basic 2-D hansformations in Computer graphics are translation, scaling, and rotation'

A point P(p,q) in a trvo dimensional coordinate system can be represented

homogeneous coordinate system in different ways.

a) Explain briefly how homogeneous coordinate system would be useful

tn

tn

transformation in computer graphics.

b) Give the corresponding matrices (in homogeneous system) for each of the

following transformations:

i. Translation

ii. Scaling

ii i. Rotatior
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Consider the squares shorr'n below as object-1 and object-2j

D (0, 40) c (40,40) c'D (0, 40) c (40,40) c, 
II "1^\,,,*,,,,,,.,,n1

A(o o) 8{40,0) \Z*. ,
objecr-t object-2 

Ii. W te down the steps and corresponding transformation matices to obtain I
object-2 from object_ L

ii. Compute the coordinates ol C, using the resuitant transformat,"" .",r,-. 
I

ar Define windor,r and viqwpolq in Compuler graphics. 
I

n'ltoo+to"6, to+ro.Ol

A (0,0) B (40,0) " ,q,

Object-l Object-2

i. W te down the steps and corresponding transformation matices to obtain

object-2 from object_ L
ii. Compute the coordinates olC, using the resuitant transformation matrix,

Q3)

a) Define window and vt'ewport in Computer graphics.

b) The following diagram shows a window and a viewport,

^n , (v,.",,vy.",)
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W be a window whose bottomJeft corner is (100, 100) and the top right corner is

200) and AB be a straight line with A= (50, 50) and B= (150, 250). Apply the

algorithm to clip AB against W, and count in how many steps the clipping

letes.

Give the equation for 3 Dimensional(3D) rotation about y axis by

Describe rhe parallel projecrion and perspective projection ofa 3D object on to-
plane.

Consider the objects ABCD positioned in a 3D coordirate system such that
A= (100, 0,300), B= (100, 0, 600), c= (100+150.JT, 0,150) and

D= (50 -v5, 400,150).

Find the perspective projeotion of this object on the Xy plane with the C€ntre of
Projection at (0, 0,-100) and draw the projected image.
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